A SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

...from the Department of Chemistry

GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY’S SPRING 2021 CHEMISTRY STUDENT AWARD RECIPIENTS

are...

gold...

Chemistry Undergraduate Gold Award (research):
Kyle Hardy (Dr. Ming Luo’s Group)

Chemistry Master’s Gold Award (research):
Effibe Odette Ahoulou (Dr. Kathy Grant’s Group)

Chemistry Doctoral Gold Award (research):
Zhengnan Yuan (Dr. Binghe Wang’s Group)

undergraduate...

Best Overall University Scholar (undergraduate, academic):
Lauren Ekeleme (Dr. Dabney Dixon’s Group)
Chemistry Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Work (academic):

Zaryab Gul (Dr. Ning Fang’s Group)
Negar Kianian (Dr. Harden’s/Connor’s Group)
Yuna Lee (Dr. Nilmi Fernando’s Group)
David A. Matatov (Dr. Harden’s/Connor’s Group)
Kyra L. Urquhart-Foster (Dr. Harden’s/Connor’s Group)

ACS Award in Organic Chemistry (undergraduate, academic):

Phuong Truong Yen Tran (Dr. Binghe Wang’s Group)

Royal Society of Chemistry Certificate of Excellence (Merck Award) (undergraduate, academic):

Jason Vo (Dr. Binghe Wang’s Group)

-------------------------------

endowed...

Bradford Scott Beerman Memorial Scholarship (undergraduate, academic):

Mi-Tien Lee (Dr. Ming Luo’s Group)

The Al Baumstark Undergraduate Research Award (research):

Ken Aratame (Dr. Maged Henary’s Group)

David W. Boykin Graduate Fellowship in Medicinal Chemistry (Ph.D. research, medicinal chemistry):

Tomaya Carpenter (Dr. Jun Yin’s Group)
Ambrose H. Pendergrast Fellowship (Ph.D. research, biochemistry):

Xiaonan (Shawn) Deng (Dr. Jenny Yang’s Group)

Alfons L. Baumstark Fellowship: (Ph.D. research):

Michael Souffrant (Dr. Donald Hamelberg’s Group)

Robert “Pete” Pullen Family Scholarship (masters/Ph.D. research, analytical chemistry):

Nourhan Mansour (Dr. Ning Fang’s Group)

Harry P. Hopkins, Jr. Scholarship in Physical Chemistry (undergraduate/masters/Ph.D. research, physical chemistry):

Mohammad Pabel Kabir (Dr. Samer Gozem’s Group)

Chemistry Award for Excellence in Doctoral Work (research):

Kimberly de la Cruz (Dr. Binghe Wang’s Group)

Chair’s Award (Ph.D. research):

Seth Filbrun (Dr. Ning Fang’s Group)

Hedi Ma (Dr. Gangli Wang’s Group)

Graduate Award for Outstanding Leadership (masters/Ph.D., service):

Michael Souffrant (Dr. Donald Hamelberg’s Group)
Graduate Teaching Awards, Ph.D. Level:
Brandon Scott Canup
Joanna Quaye

Graduate Teaching Awards, Master’s Level:
Babatunde Nnamdi Animasaun
Maria Paola Puerta Coral
Astrid S. Tarleton

............................